2015 – First project
Welcome to the Caminostones Artroute

An inspiring artproject of travelling miniatures and art on the walking trails.

Free GPX from 03-08-2017

This art route wants to pleasantly surprise hikers walking the Noord-zuidpad (between Pieterburen and the St. Pieterberg), with miniature-art.

This is only one of the artroutes of Caminostones, next to well-known trails. The artroutes are free and easy to follow by means of QR-codes and a mobile website.

Every stone on the trail has its own unique story or message of one of the many participants in the project.

One of the goals of the project is to encourage a new form of interaction and awareness, through art and digital communication. If this project affects you, the participants and I would love to see your response!
Andrea Haandrikman
caminostones.com
info@caminostones.com
Caminostones.com/en/artroute/